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Packet 6 
 
The last toss-up should have been: Ivory  
 
Toss-ups: 
 
1. Thioredoxin-interacting protein can promote this process by activating ASK.1 . Sustained 
activation of the U.P.R leads to the initiation of this process by CHOP. Peroxidation of 
cardiolipin induces the detachment of an associated haemoprotein, which is an early step in this 
process. It’s not coagulation, but scramblases translocate phospha.tidyl.serine to the exoplasmic 
leaflet in both the extrinsic and intrinsic pathways of this process. Mitochondrial outer 
membrane (*) permeabilization is a point of no return in this process, as it allows the release of 
cytochrome c. Signalling downstream of receptors for Fas ligand and T.N.F-alpha converges on 
caspase-8 activation, triggering a proteolytic cascade central to this process. Cells undergo membrane 
blebbing before their fragmentation into namesake bodies in, for 10 points, which non-autophagic 
form of programmed cell death? 
ANSWER: apoptosis [prompt on programmed cell death before mentioned; prompt on cellular 
suicide] <ML> 
 
2. This story’s epigraph may variously refer either to ‘frenzies of innocent blood’ or ‘insatiable 
for innocent blood’. In a translation of this story, a footnote was added claiming that the market 
gates for which this story’s Latin epigraph was composed actually did not exist. This story’s 
opening line describes being ‘sick unto death with that long agony’ while listening to 
grotesquely thin (*) judges pronounce a sentence. Before General Lasalle (“la-SALL”) saves him, 
this story’s narrator uses meat to trick rats into eating through his bonds, and previously measures the 
size of their prison incorrectly by falling after the fifty-second pace. One of the title things in this 
story is held suspended by the painted figure of time, and is described as containing ‘a crescent of 
glittering steel’. For 10 points, name this Edgar Allan Poe story titled for two methods of death. 
ANSWER: ‘The Pit and the Pendulum’ <AH> 
 
3. This character agrees to find a pickpocket who has swallowed a diamond embedded with the 
account numbers of the Bertinelli mob. At the end of another film, this character reads Molly 
O’Keefe’s Between the Sheets while drinking an espresso. It’s not Lorelei Lee, but this character 
wears a blonde wig and pink satin dress to sing ‘Diamonds Are a Girl’s Best Friend’ with 
Roman Sionis, the alter-ego of the villain (*) Black Mask played by Ewan MacGregor. Four years 
after defeating Enchantress, this character recovers from a breakup by taking up roller derby and 
adopting a hyena called Bruce before blowing up the Ace Chemicals plant in a film about their 
‘fantabulous emancipation’ from Arkham Asylum and the Joker. For 10 points, name this DC villain 
played by Margot Robbie in Birds of Prey and Suicide Squad. 



ANSWER: Harley Quinn [accept Dr Harleen Frances Quinzel; prompt on partial answers] <LC> 
 
4. Forces loyal to this leader engaged in a four day naval battle against a single ship which 
ended with the ship's captain setting its gunpowder ablaze. A proverb claiming this leader "won 
the empire by retreating" refers to his risky decision to depart his territories and exchange 
them for others in a more distant region. This leader's final campaign is often divided into the 
"summer" and "winter" stages, the end of which is sometimes called the Genna Armistice. This 
leader’s government dispatched trading vessels known as the (*) Red Seal Ships. This native of 
Mikawa province served on the Council of Five Elders and was once saved by the ninja Hattori 
Hanzo. Near the end of his life, this leader signed an edict expelling Christians and defeated the 
Toyotomi clan at the Siege of Osaka Castle. For 10 points, name this victor at Sekigahara, the founder 
of Japan's last shogunate.  
ANSWER: Tokugawa Ieyasu [accept Matsudaira Takechiyo; accept Tōshō Daigongen] <BH> 
 
5. The Ceratida order first appeared in this period, which is also the last period in which the 
related Goniatids were found. The upper and lower boundaries of this period are defined by the 
first appearances of the conodonts Hindeodus parvus and Streptognathodus isolatus. Olson’s 
extinction was a small event in the middle of this period.  This period is divided into the 
Lopingian, Guadalupian and Cisuralian epochs. In this period, amniotes diversified, since they 
could cope in the (*) dry conditions left behind by the [emphasise] previous period’s rainforest 
collapse. The formation of the Siberian traps occurred at the end of this period and may have led to 
the melting of frozen methane reservoirs. Trilobites became extinct at the end of this period. For 10 
points, name this last period of the paleozoic, which ended with the biggest mass extinction in history. 
ANSWER: Permian <LW> 
 
6. It’s not Shakespeare, but this author’s rediscovery began with August Schlegel’s translation 
of five of their plays, including one on which Hoffmann’s opera Love and Jealousy was based. In 
a play by this author, God is represented as the ‘Author’ of The Great Theatre of the World; that 
play by this author exemplifies a genre translated as ‘sacramental plays’. This author, who 
created the noblewoman Mencia in The (*) Surgeon of His Honour, wrote a play in which a farmer 
garrottes Don Alvaro so he can be raised to the title position. In another play by this author, Clotaldo 
recognises a sword belonging to Rosaura. In that play by this author, Basilio imprisons his son in a 
tower in fear that the Polish throne will be taken by that son, Sigismundo. For 10 points, name this 
Spanish playwright of The Mayor of Zalamea and Life is a Dream.  
ANSWER: Pedro Calderon de la Barca <JK> 
 
7. In an essay about a musician with this first name, their schoolfriend Ralph Ellison complained 
about ‘the bare beginnings of a historiography of jazz’. That musician with this first name, who 
joined Benny Goodman’s band after jamming on ‘Rose Room’, had their guitar recordings 
compiled on the album Solo Flight. 60 compositions by a musician with this first name, 
including ‘Au Privave’, are transcribed in his namesake Omnibook. That musician with this first 
name used a (*) plastic Grafton instrument in a concert at Massey Hall, and collaborated with Benny 
Harris on a song that uses ‘How High the Moon’ as a contrafact. That musician with this first name 
developed a fast style of jazz alongside Dizzy Gillespie and referenced their nickname in tracks like 
‘Ornithology’ and ‘Yardbird Suite’. For 10 points, give the first name of the bebop saxophonist 
Parker. 
ANSWER: Charlie [or Charles; accept Charlie Parker or Charlie Christian; prompt on Parker or 
Christian or Bird, asking for the forename] <JK>   



 
8. In 2019 this country’s president was given the highest award of the International Cycling 
Union for this country’s dedication to the sport, and the 2021 track cycling world 
championships will be held there. The President of this country, who showed off by lifting a 
gold-plated weightlifting bar in a cabinet meeting, ended decades of free gas and electricity for 
citizens in 2018 . This country’s president has claimed that it has had zero (*) cases of COVID, 
and that licorice may be a cure for the disease. The same month, a 6m tall golden statue of an Alabay, 
a breed of dog native to this country, was unveiled by this country’s president, Gurbanguly 
Berdymukhamedov. For 10 points, name this central Asian country known for its repressive 
government, which meets in Ashgabat. 
ANSWER: Turkmenistan <NW> 
 
9. A 2001 essay by this thinker argues for the canonisation of The Pilgrim Hawk by Glenway 
Wescott and Elizabeth Hardwick’s Sleepless Nights, both of which use adjectives to stress 
sympathy. This thinker criticises Karl Menninger’s belief that labels should be avoided in 
diagnosis, but that instead we need to de-mythicise the popular conception of cancer; this 
thinker wrote a sequel applying that argument to (*) AIDS. This thinker ends another work which 
contrasts readings of Kafka and Beckett with a section which simply argues that “In place of a 
hermeneutics we need an erotics of art”; another essay in that collection cites Tiffany lamps and 
Aubrey Beardsley drawings as examples of a certain sensibility. For 10 points, name this thinker who 
wrote ‘Illness as Metaphor’, ‘Against Interpretation’, and ‘Notes on Camp’. 
ANSWER: Susan Sontag <LC> 
 
10. A boy absently stares at flasks of urine rather than a man engaged in this practice in an 
illustration from De proprietatibus rerum which James Raven argues shows this practice was 
often communal in the thirteenth century. An illuminated initial ‘L’ in the Wilton Psalter 
depicts women performing this practice, of which a 2007 work by D.H. Green highlighted the 
significance for the work of anchoresses and nuns. Andrew Taylor uses an episode in which 
Richard II summoned Sir John (*) Froissart to deliver his work to his chamber in 1395 as evidence 
for the increased status of this practice over minstrelsy. M.T. Clanchy demonstrated the role of 
mothers in teaching this practice using prayer books in contrast to its more elite sister practice in 
From Memory to Written Record. For 10 points, identify this practice more widely accessible in the 
Middle Ages than writing. 
ANSWER: reading [accept literacy] <LC> 
 
11. This composer’s rivalry with Niccolo Piccinni was so widely known and controversial that 
Parisians would open conversations by asking which side the other favoured. Janet Baker’s 
final operatic performance was as one of the title characters of this composer’s opera which 
opens with a chorus lamenting ‘Ah, se intorno!’ The first act of another opera by this composer 
ends with the title character singing the aria “Divinités du Styx”, resolving to die for their 
husband. The poor reception of (*) Echo et Narcisse led to this composer’s retirement to Vienna. 
This composer collaborated with Ranieri de’ Calzabigi to shift power from the singers to the 
composer and conductor through the modification or abolition of the da capo aria, as in a ‘reform 
opera’ which contains a ‘Dance of the Blessed Spirits’. For 10 points, name this composer of 
Iphigenie en Tauride and Orfeo ed Euridice. 
ANSWER: Christoph Willibald (von) Gluck <DL> 
 



12. Cleanth Brooks compared a poem set in one of these locations to The Waste Land as ‘a tissue 
of allusions and half-allusions.’ In another poem set in one of these locations, the speaker recalls 
their ‘mindless aggro’ in setting a fire hose on an audience. In that poem set in one of these 
locations, the speaker laments that their interlocutor is always ‘against! against! against!’ in 
their HARP-fuelled spray-painting of that poem’s title (*) letter alongside its many expletives 
around one of these locations; that poem is by Tony Harrison. A speaker in one of these locations 
notes that ‘full many a flower is born to blush unseen’, is fatalistic about the ‘paths of glory’, and 
notes that the ‘curfew tolls the knell of parting day’. Some ‘mute inglorious Milton’ may rest, for 10 
points, in what setting of poems like Tony Harrison’s V and Gray’s Elegy? 
ANSWER: (country) churchyard [or graveyard or cemetery] <AP> 
 
13. This politician gave their valedictory speech to the House of Commons on the same day as 
Tony Benn, who later campaigned to keep this politician’s house open as a museum. This 
politician backed the anti-appeasement candidate Sandy Lindsay in the Oxford by-election of 
1938. Late in their career, they defended the Tiananmen Square massacre by saying ‘They took 
action. Very well’. This politician’s role during the Suez Crisis likely helped keep their party 
together, as he stopped the government from collapsing as (*) Chief Whip. The last part of this 
politician’s political career was described as ‘the longest sulk in history’. Following the introduction 
of a three day week, this politician called an early election, asking ‘Who Governs Britain’, and lost. 
Nicknamed “Grocer” by Private Eye, for 10 points, name this British Conservative Prime Minister 
from 1970 to 1974. 
ANSWER: Edward “Ted” Heath <OSC> 
 
14. A form of this process carried out in cryogenic environments is the most efficient large-scale 
method of removing nitrogen from methane. It’s not related to SQL, but the efficiency of this 
process can be improved by using a “pig” adapter when collecting its products. Equipment used 
for this process typically includes a rectifying section and a stripping section, which are subject 
to separate calculations when analysing this process using the (*) McCabe-Thiele (“TEE-luh”) 
method. It’s not drying solvents, but a Perkin triangle can be used to conduct this process in a 
vacuum. This process’ simple form fails for mixtures which deviate from Raoult’s Law, as they form 
azeotropes (“AY-zee-oh-tropes”). Crude oil can be separated using the fractional form of, for 10 
points, what process in which selective boiling and condensation separates the components of a liquid 
mixture? 
ANSWER: distillation [accept any specific form e.g. fractional distillation; accept distilling] <AH> 
 
15. A book titled for the ‘evolution of’ this philosophical work was written by Bernard Linsky, 
who wrote the popular Palgrave Centenary Companion to it. W. V. O. Quine’s PhD thesis 
discussed the ‘logic of sequences’ as a ‘generalisation’ of this work, building on the ideas of his 
advisor. Frank Ramsey was among the first to argue for a fault in how this work introduces 
‘predicatives’ through an ‘axiom of reducibility’, based on a ramified theory of types. The 
infamously difficult (*) notation of this work is partly drawn from the Begriffsschrift of Frege, a 
paradox in whose work this book aimed to resolve. The goal of this work was shown to be impossible 
by Godel’s incompleteness theorems. Famously taking hundreds of pages to prove ‘1+1=2’, for 10 
points, name this work on the foundations of mathematics by Alfred North Whitehead and Bertrand 
Russell.  
ANSWER: Principia Mathematica <JK>  
 



16. One commander from this city urged his men on to victory with a speech urging a pre-
emptive attack, since being the neighbour of one enemy was ‘so much more dangerous’ than 
any other city. Alcibiades in Plutarch’s Life notes that the children of this city play the flute 
because they do not know how to converse. In Thucydides’ History, the people of this city 
attempt to deflect one charge of betrayal by noting that a neighbouring city had atticized, much 
as they had (*) medized. This city led the forces that defeated the Athenians at the Battle of Delion, 
where they were commanded by Pagondas, who increased the depth of the phalanx. That tactic was 
imitated in a later conflict against Sparta by another commander from this city, Epaminondas. The 
instigators of the destruction of Plataea in 428 BCE, for 10 points, name this Greek polis, the leading 
city in Boeotia, victors at Leuctra. 
ANSWER: Thebes <OSC> 
 
17. This painting was used as the cover for Terry Eagleton’s The Ideology of the Aesthetic. The 
fact that the centre of this painting coincides with one figure’s heart is noted in Joseph 
Koerner’s book about its artist ‘and the Subject of Landscape’. A figure in this painting long 
thought to be a self-portrait has recently been reidentified as the ranger Colonel von Brincken, 
who died in battle four years before it was painted. This painting, whose central figure is often 
linked to ‘Kantian (*) self-reflection’, is its artist’s most famous depiction of a Ruckenfigur, a motif 
he also included in works like Monk by the Sea and Chalk Cliffs on Rugen. This painting’s central 
figure wears a green overcoat and holds a walking stick while facing away from the viewer towards 
distant mountains. For 10 points, name this painting of a man standing in the mountains by Caspar 
David Friedrich.  
ANSWER: Wanderer above the Sea of Fog [or Der Wanderer uber dem Nebelmeer; or Wanderer 
above the Mist; accept mountaineer in place of wanderer in any of these] <JK>  
 
18. The Cornell potential can be used to model these systems; that potential is the sum of a 
Coulombic and a linear term. A ‘modified’ theory has a gamma 5 factor at a three particle 
vertex featuring one of these particles and two other particles. The pseudoscalar form of these 
particles are generally lighter than the corresponding vector particles due to having lower 
intrinsic angular momentum. These particles can be understood as the N times N-bar 
representation of flavour SU(N) (“S.U.N.”) which explains why they form (*) octets.  The lightest 
of these particles were originally theorised as the carriers of the Yukawa potential and do in fact carry 
the residual strong force. When these particles carry strangeness, they are denoted by K, while the 
lightest is the pion. For 10 points, name these bound states of a quark and an antiquark, a type of 
hadron contrasted with baryons. 
ANSWER: mesons [accept pions before ‘pseudoscalar’; anti-prompt on kaon or pion before mention; 
prompt on hadrons before mention] <LW> 
 
19. A book by Paula Richman, which discusses the diverse narrative tradition of this work, is 
titled Many [this work]s. A character in this work is named after the word for a furrow after 
being discovered as a baby in the furrow left by a plough. Two characters in this work build a 
bridge out of stones which float because they have the protagonist’s name written on them. This 
work opens with its ascetic poet asking a (*) sage if any man is truly virtuous in the ‘book of 
childhood’, or Bala Kanda, which opens this work. After being exiled for fourteen years, this work’s 
title character eventually returns to Ayodhya (‘ah-YO-dya’) to be crowned king after defying Ravana 
by retrieving the kidnapped Sita. For 10 points, name this epic poem attributed to Valmiki, which is 
likely to narrowly predate the Mahabharata (‘ma-ha-BA-ra-ta’). 



ANSWER: Ramayana [anti-prompt (ask them to be less specific) on any specific Kanda such as the 
Sundara Kanda; anti-prompt on Bala Kanda before mention] <AH> 
 
20. During the period prior to these events, someone considered onen is exempt from almost all 
religious laws; that period is known as aninut. Different traditions recommend that there be 
three or seven pauses during these events. A cup of water used for washing the hands outside of 
one’s house after these events is not passed from hand to hand, and that washing precedes the 
(*) seudat havra’ah, a meal usually containing boiled eggs and lentils prepared by the community. 
For a 30-day period called sheloshim following these events, a person avoids public entertainment, 
while in certain circumstances a person will recite the kaddish for eleven months. Following these 
events, Orthodox Jews do not leave the house for seven days, a period known as sitting Shiva 
[‘shiver’]. In Judaism, for 10 points, cremation is forbidden in what service which takes place after a 
death? 
ANSWER: Jewish funerals or burials or Levaya [prompt on death with ‘what ceremony follows 
that?’] <AP> 
 
 
Bonuses: 
 
1. Reading this surah is sometimes said to equal reading one third of the entire Koran. For 10 points 
each: 
[10] Name this 4 verse surah, the third verse of which states ‘He begets not, nor is He begotten’. 
Hadith vary as to whether Christians or Jews asked about the genealogy of Allah which prompted the 
giving of this Surah. 
ANSWER: Al-Ikhlas [accept Surah 112, Sincerity, devotion. accept BUT DO NOT OTHERWISE 
REVEAL Al-Tawhid or Monotheism] 
[10] Al-Ikhlas is the fundamental declaration of this belief in Islam, which forms the first part of the 
shahada, ‘There is no god but Allah’. Raising a single index finger is commonly used to symbolise 
this belief.  
ANSWER: tawhid [accept monotheism, oneness of God]  
[10] Rejecting tawhid is a core part of committing this only unpardonable sin in Islam. One type of 
this sin is exemplified in the surah The Star by the worship of Lat, Uzza and Manat.  
ANSWER: shirk [prompt on idolatry or polytheism and adjectival forms] <OSC> 
 
2. This artist may have mocked Ulrich Zasius with his painting of a jurist whose body is entirely 
composed of legal documents, which is among his many works located in and around Stockholm. For 
10 points each: 
[10] Name this artist, whom Andre Breton called ‘the grandfather of Surrealism’. He depicted 
Wolfgang Lazius sweeping past a blue curtain in one of his typical portraits, The Librarian. 
ANSWER: Giuseppe Arcimboldo 
[10] Arcimboldo depicted Rudolf II as this Roman god in a painting that combines an array of fruits 
into a human form. In a lunette, Pontormo depicted this Roman god in the form of an old woman, 
pursuing the nymph Pomona. 
ANSWER: Vertumnus 
[10] Another artist commonly cited as a proto-Surrealist is this painter of The Haywain Triptych, who 
included scenes like two human-sized ears carrying a knife in The Garden of Earthly Delights.  
ANSWER: Hieronymus Bosch [or Jheronimus van Aken] <JK>  
 



3. This author brought together characters from various parts of the African diaspora in a 2009 novel 
set in a Paris bar, titled Black Bazar. For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this author, who depicted a suspended teacher among the patrons of the Congolese bar 
Credit Gone West in the comic novel Broken Glass. 
ANSWER: Alain Mabanckou 
[10] A doctor’s lengthy conversation in an Angolan bar takes up most of Antonio Lobo Antunes’ 
novel The Land at the End of the World, written in this language, which is also used by the 
Mozambican author Mia Couto. 
ANSWER: Portuguese 
[10] Madame Koto’s bar is a major setting of this 1991 Booker Prize-winning Nigerian novel about 
the akibu Azaro, who is constantly called back to the spirit world.  
ANSWER: The Famished Road <JK> 
 
4. This equation can be used to explain why tea tastes bad when made at high altitude. For 10 points 
each: 
[10] Name this equation which relates the pressure and temperature at which discontinuous phase 
transitions take place. This doubly eponymous equation relates the slope of the coexistence curve to 
the latent heat of the transition. 
ANSWER: Clausius-Clapeyron equation or relation 
[10] The latent heat of a transition is equal to the temperature multiplied by the change in this 
quantity. Informally, this quantity measures the amount of disorder in a system. 
ANSWER: entropy 
[10] One way of deriving the Clausius-Clapeyron equation starts from this other equation. This 
equation states that “N d mu equals minus S d T plus V d p”. 
ANSWER: Gibbs-Duhem equation or relation <LW> 
 
5. The arrowhead-shaped Building J contains a series of glyphs that may represent provinces 
controlled by this civilisation. For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this civilisation which developed in the Oaxaca (‘wa-HA-ka’) Valley, whose capital at 
Monte Alban flourished during the Early Classic phase of Mesoamerican history. 
ANSWER: Zapotecs [or Be'ena'a] 
[10] Many of the Zapotec reliefs at Monte Alban are denoted with this term, a reference to the pose 
they seem to be adopting. The earliest known example of Zapotec writing, known as Monument 3, is 
a relief of this type. 
ANSWER: danzantes [or dancers] 
[10] The human figures in danzantes (‘dan-ZAN-teys’) show the influence of artwork from this 
earliest-known Mesoamerican civilisation, which is responsible for a series of colossal head 
sculptures. 
ANSWER: Olmecs <AH> 
 
6. Tversky and Kahneman’s Loss Aversion theory has often been associated with this activity, with 
people more motivated by rejecting things that seem harmful to them. For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this activity, explanations of which sometimes include discussion of social cleavages. 
Duncan Black proposed a theorem named for the ‘median’ performer of this activity, methods of 
which are subject to the Condorcet criterion. 
ANSWER: voting behaviour [accept voting or votes; prompt on politics, prompt on elections by ] 
[10] Duverger’s Law posits a relation between types of electoral system and the number of these 
things. The US is typically said to be a two-[these things] system. The number refers to the politically 



viable number of these entities. 
ANSWER: (political) parties [or party; accept two-party system] 
[10] A seminal 1967 paper by these two authors argued that party systems had frozen in Western 
Europe along a series of ‘social cleavages’. Name either one of these authors. 
ANSWER: Seymour Martin Lipset or Stein Rokkan [accept either answer] <AM> 
 
7. This composer had a significant influence on Rachmaninoff, and prominently led the applause for 
the premiere of Rachmaninoff’s graduation opera Aleko. For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this Russian composer of the Pathétique Symphony and the ballet Swan Lake. 
ANSWER: Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky 
[10] To depict characters in Aleko, Rachmaninoff used orientalised motifs partly inspired by this 
piece. This tone poem’s elaborate ‘Eastern’ melody in the cor anglais is set against a pizzicato 
‘travelling’ theme of repeated quavers. 
ANSWER: In the Steppes of Central Asia [or V srednyeĭ Azii; accept In Central Asia] 
[10] Rachmaninoff’s Aleko also drew on folk motifs such as those in the Capriccio on Russian 
Themes by this composer, who also set Nestor Kukolnik’s Farewell to St Petersburg. Rachmaninoff’s 
second piano concerto earned a 500-rouble award named after this Russian composer. 
ANSWER: Mikhail Glinka <AH> 
 
8. This poet showed their interest in rural life in encouraging writers of their country to ‘Sing the 
peasantry, and then / Hard-riding country gentlemen’ in their poem “Under Ben Bulben”. For 10 
points each: 
[10] Name this poet. In one of this poet’s non-rural poems, the line ‘a terrible beauty is born’ is 
repeated in Easter, 1916. 
ANSWER: William Butler Yeats 
[10] This journalist and mystic poet embodied Irish nationalism’s preoccupation with agriculture as 
editor of the journal The Irish Homestead, while also eulogising the Easter Rising in the poem 
“Salutation”. 
ANSWER: Æ [or A.E. or Æon or George William Russell; accept pronunciations “ay” or “ee”] 
[10] At the end of Yeats’s The Countess Cathleen, ‘The years’ are compared to ‘great black’ 
examples of these animals, which ‘tread the world’. The fourteenth chapter of Ulysses, set in the 
Holles Street maternity hospital, is titled for these animals ‘of the Sun’. 
ANSWER: oxen [prompt on cows, cattle] <AP> 
 
9. The only one of these institutions in Northern Ireland is based in Brackenburn and has waiting lists 
of up to four years for a first assessment. For 10 points each: 
[10] Name these institutions run by the NHS, one of which based in Tavistock was taken to court in 
2020 by Keira Bell. A specific term is required. 
ANSWER: Gender Identity Clinics 
[10] The outcome of Bell v. Tavistock resulted in children under 16 being deemed unable to consent 
to life-saving medication which delays this process. Unlike the irreversible changes brought by taking 
cross-sex hormones in adulthood, there is no evidence to suggest blockers to this process have long-
term side effects. 
ANSWER: puberty 
[10] In January 2021 this author’s Detransition, Baby was published, hailed as the first great trans 
realist novel by other trans writers including Shon Faye and Juliet Jacques. 
ANSWER: Torrey Peters <LC> 
 



10. This mineral lies at the top of the discontinuous series of  Bowen’s reaction series and so is a 
candidate for accelerated weathering. For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this silicate mineral whose variable amount of iron and magnesium is usually expressed as 
a ratio of its magnesium rich forsterite and iron rich fayalite endmembers. 
ANSWER: olivine 
[10] Olivine is almost exclusively found in mafic rocks in this broader category. Rocks described by 
this term are formed by volcanic processes. 
ANSWER: igneous 
[10] Olivine weathers to this rock which used to be classed as a mineral before being delisted by the 
IMA due to its non-definite crystal structure.  
ANSWER: iddingsite <JR> 
 
11. In several of these works, Noah’s wife is depicted as drunk and overbearing, hindering his 
progress with the ark. For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this genre of play, popular in the Middle Ages, that depicted stories from the Bible. The 
Wakefield Cycle is an example of a group of these plays, which were typically performed by guilds 
on feast days such as Corpus Christi. 
ANSWER: mystery plays [or mystery cycles, anti-prompt on miracle plays] 
[10] In this mystery play, Mak steals a sheep and pretends it is his child. In this play, the title 
characters mistakenly worship at the sheep’s cradle rather than at Jesus’s.  
ANSWER: The Second Shepherd’s Play [prompt on The Shepherd’s Play] 
[10] The largest extant cycle of mystery plays is named for this city, where they are still performed. 
This city is referenced in the second line of Richard III, and the nobles subsequently unite with this 
city against Lancaster. 
ANSWER: York <MOG, British Lit> 
 
12. Islam was brought to this archipelago around the 14th century by Arab merchants seeking to buy 
the goods for which this archipelago is famous. For 10 points each: 
[10] In the 16th century, the dominant powers in this archipelago were the sultanates of Ternate [ter-
NA-tay] and Tidore [Ti-DOORay]. 
ANSWER: Maluku Islands / Moluccas [accept Molukken but note that Indonesia has been 
independent since 1949; accept Spice Islands; prompt on Indonesia; do NOT accept ‘Malacca’] 
[10] The wealth of the Ternate and Tidore sultanates came primarily from trade in this spice. In the 
15th century, a pound of this spice cost the equivalent of 6 days wages for a Cambridge mason. 
ANSWER: cloves 
[10] This explorer took 6 tons of cloves onto his ship, the Golden Hind, when he visited Ternate 
during his circumnavigation in 1579. 
ANSWER: Francis Drake <NW> 
 
13. The Nyquist criterion for determining this property uses a plot in which the transfer function is 
plotted in the complex plane as a function of frequency. For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this property. For a system to have the closed loop form of this property, the number of 
closed-loop roots in the right half of the s-plane must be zero. 
ANSWER: stability [accept word forms] 
[10] A different Nyquist criterion is used to determine the minimum rate at which this process has to 
occur in order to be able to accurately reconstruct a signal. When that criterion for this process is not 
met, aliasing can occur. 
ANSWER: sampling [accept word forms] 



[10] Nyquist also co-names a type of this phenomenon which occurs in resistors. This phenomenon is 
the modification of a signal in unwanted ways, and signal processing systems often aim to maximise 
the ratio of signal to this quantity. 
ANSWER: noise [accept any specific type of noise] <LW> 
 
14. Essays about music like that of Burial and the Caretaker are included in a 2014 Mark Fisher 
collection titled for these things of my Life. For 10 points each: 
[10] Name these things. The 'New International' is proposed in a 1994 Jacques Derrida book part-
titled for these things, referencing how one of these things is used as a metaphor in the opening words 
of the Communist Manifesto. 
ANSWER: spectres [or ghosts; or Gespenst] 
[10] Fisher's book Capitalist Realism argues that this thinker's theories have been wrongly made to 
appear unrealistic. Derrida's aforementioned book is titled for Spectres of this author of Capital. 
ANSWER: Karl Marx 
[10] Fisher's k-punk writings often drew on this term from Spectres of Marx to describe a cultural 
sense of lost futures. Derrida illustrates this concept with Hamlet's phrase 'time is out of joint'. 
ANSWER: hauntology [accept word forms; do not accept or prompt on ontology] <JK> 
 
15. An album titled for this genre of jazz uses a ‘double quartet’ playing in each of the left and right 
channels, one of which is led by Eric Dolphy on bass clarinet. For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this genre of jazz, which was pioneered on songs like ‘Lonely Woman’ on the album The 
Shape of Jazz to Come. 
ANSWER: free jazz [all by Ornette Coleman] 
[10] Building on Ornette Coleman, this free jazz saxophonist took the genre to an extreme on albums 
like Nipples. The sound of this German musician’s octet is likened to ‘fast, continuous firing’ on the 
cover of his album Machine Gun.  
ANSWER: Peter Brotzmann 
[10] On Nipples, Brotzmann collaborated with Derek Bailey, an English player of this instrument. 
Other European jazz musicians who played this stringed instrument include Django Reinhardt.  
ANSWER: guitar [accept more specific answers] <JK>  
 
16. Due to their inclusion of erratic asides about events like the introduction of Barbie, the translator 
Gerald Turner compared the style of a novel titled for this place to a Twitter feed. For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this place that titles a 2001 novel subtitled ‘a short history of the 20th century’ by Patrik 
Ourednik. It also titles a 1997 Booker-nominated stream-of-consciousness Tim Parks novel about the 
neurotic Jerry Marlow. 
ANSWER: Europe [accept Europeana or Europa] 
[10] Raymond Federman's review of Europeana describes Ourednik as the heir of this Jaroslav Hašek 
character, who is drafted into the Czech infantry despite showing up to the recruiting office in a 
wheelchair. 
ANSWER: The Good Soldier Svejk 
[10] Ourednik is probably the second best-known Czech expat author living in France, after this 
author of The Unbearable Lightness of Being. 
ANSWER: Milan Kundera <JK> 
 
17. One contemporary description of this battle ran ‘You eat beside the dead; you drink beside the 
dead, you relieve yourself beside the dead, and you sleep beside the dead.’ For 10 points each: 



[10] Name this battle of World War One. The effectiveness of German siege guns during the invasion 
of Belgium prompted the French to disarm the forts such as Douaumont which were at the centre of 
this Battle. 
ANSWER: Battle of Verdun 
[10] Following the capture of Douaumont and the German advance in the first days of the Battle of 
Verdun, this commander ordered no retreat. Nicknamed the Lion of Verdun, this man became the 
leader of Vichy France in 1940 
ANSWER: Philippe Pétain  
[10] The quantity of artillery used at Verdun, a ton of shells per square metre of land, means that 
farmers in the area, as around Ypres in Belgium, carry out a ‘harvest’ given this description while 
ploughing. 
ANSWER: Iron harvest <OSC> 
 
18. The tubarial glands, a proposed fourth pair of these glands, were discovered in 2020, although 
their supposed novelty is controversial. For 10 points each: 
[10] Name these exocrine glands that release serous and mucous secretions to facilitate mastication, 
swallowing and digestion. 
ANSWER: salivary glands 
[10] These glands are the largest of the salivary glands, and are situated behind the mandibular rami. 
Mumps is a common cause of swelling in these glands. 
ANSWER: parotid glands 
[10] The parotid glands are the main secretors of the salivary form of this enzyme, which catalyses the 
hydrolysis of alpha-1,4-glycosidic bonds. 
ANSWER: alpha-amylase <ML> 
 
19. One single from this album quotes both its chord progression and its title from an Olivia Newton-
John song. For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this 2020 album by Dua Lipa. This album’s other allusions to 1980s music include an 
interpolation of “Need You Tonight” by INXS [“in excess”] on the song “Break My Heart”. 
ANSWER: Future Nostalgia 
[10] The single “Love Again” from Future Nostalgia samples a trumpet hook most famously used in 
this 1997 song by White Town, often cited as the first bedroom-produced number one. 
ANSWER: ‘Your Woman’ 
[10] That trumpet line was originally played by Al Bowlly on Lew Stone’s version of “My Woman”, 
a song originally by this singer and actor. This singer’s version of “White Christmas” is the best-
selling single of all time. 
ANSWER: Bing Crosby [or Harry Lillis Crosby Jr.] <LH> 
 
20. An 1839 Act of Parliament named for one of these institutions made it illegal to ring someone’s 
doorbell and run away, or to carry a ladder along a pavement, and is still in force. For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this type of institution, a ‘Metropolitan’ one of which was set up in London by Robert Peel 
in 1829. 
ANSWER: police force [accept obvious equivalents] 
[10] Peel did not write the policing principles attributed to him, but did write this document, in which 
he pledged to implement the Reform Bill not as a ‘perpetual vortex of agitation’ but with ‘respect for 
ancient rights’. 
ANSWER: Tamworth Manifesto  



[10] As well as introducing police forces, as Prime Minister, Peel reinstituted this measure in 1842, 
which had been first introduced by Pitt the Younger. This measure had previously been abolished 
after the Battle of Waterloo, but would not be abolished again. 
ANSWER: income tax [prompt on tax] <AP> 
 


